A comparison of the strength of biodiversity effects across multiple functions
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Abstract

In order to predict which ecosystem functions are most at risk from biodiversity loss, meta-analyses have generalised results from biodiversity experiments over different sites and ecosystem types. In contrast comparing the strength of biodiversity effects across a large number of ecosystem processes measured in a single experiment permits more direct comparisons. Here we present an analysis of 418 separate measures of 38 ecosystem processes. Overall 45% of processes were significantly affected by plant species richness, suggesting that whilst diversity affects a large number of processes not all respond to biodiversity. We therefore compared the strength of plant diversity effects between different categories of ecosystem processes: grouping processes according to the year of measurement, their biogeochemical cycle, trophic level and compartment (above- or belowground) and according to whether they were measures of biodiversity or other ecosystem processes, biotic or abiotic and static or dynamic. Overall, and for several individual processes, we found that biodiversity effects became stronger over time. Measures of the carbon cycle were also affected more strongly by plant species richness than were the measures associated with the nitrogen cycle. Further we found greater plant species richness effects on measures of biodiversity than on other processes. The differential effects of plant diversity on the various types of ecosystem processes indicate that future research and political effort should shift from a general debate about whether biodiversity loss impairs ecosystem functions, to focussing on the specific functions of interest and ways to preserve them individually or in combination.
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Introduction

Understanding the relationship between biodiversity and ecosystem functioning is of great theoretical interest for understanding the processes structuring communities and of practical importance to predict the effect of human-induced biodiversity loss. Numerous experiments have demonstrated that a range of ecosystem functions depend on biodiversity (usually species richness) (Hector et al. 1999; Loreau et al. 2001; Tilman et al. 2001; Hooper et al. 2005). In addition, certain key functional groups, such as grasses and legumes in grassland ecosystems, can also have large effects on ecosystem functioning (Hooper et al. 2005). However it is still not clear which particular ecosystem variables are most strongly affected by species richness or functional group composition. This question is important as it relates to our understanding of the mechanisms that underlie the biodiversity-ecosystem functioning relationship. For biodiversity research to be predictive, it is therefore necessary to move forward from showing that biodiversity has an effect on functioning to investigating which functions are most strongly affected.

Recently meta-analyses and syntheses have attempted to answer this question by comparing the strength of biodiversity effects on different processes, across different experiments (Balvanera et al. 2006; Cardinale et al. 2006; Schmid et al. 2009; Cardinale et al. 2011; Hooper et al. 2012). This generalises across sites; but processes measured in different experiments may not always be directly comparable. An alternative approach is to synthesize data from a single experiment and to investigate the effect of biodiversity on different processes measured on the same plots (Proulx et al. 2010; Scherber et al. 2010; Rzanny and Voigt 2012). This has the advantage that different variables and ecosystem functions can be directly compared, without being affected by variance between experimental sites. We therefore use this approach here and present a large analysis of results from a German biodiversity experiment, the Jena Experiment (Roscher et al. 2004). We include 418 measures of 38 ecosystem processes.

The length of time an experiment has been running is likely to be an important factor affecting the strength of biodiversity effects found. Biodiversity effects have been shown to become stronger over time, as complementary interactions between species become more important in long-term experiments (Cardinale et al. 2007) resulting in less saturating relationships between biodiversity
and function (Reich et al. 2012). Studies have so far focused on individual variables such as biomass production and it is not clear if this pattern holds across a wider range of ecosystem processes.

The interactions between carbon, nutrient and water cycles are fundamental to ecosystem functioning (Schulze and Zwölfer 1994), and it is therefore important to know whether they are affected differently by biodiversity loss. Loss of biodiversity has been shown to reduce biomass production (Hector et al. 1999; Tilman et al. 2001; Marquard et al. 2009), and affect other pools and fluxes of the carbon (Hooper et al. 2005; Fornara and Tilman 2008; Steinbeiss et al. 2008) and nitrogen cycle (Tilman et al. 1996; Scherer-Lorenzen et al. 2003; Hooper et al. 2005; Palmberg et al. 2005; Oelmann et al. 2011). A relationship between plant biomass production and nutrient uptake would be expected in ecosystems strongly limited by nutrients where resource-use complementarity for nutrients may be the dominant mechanism driving the species richness-biomass relationship (Tilman et al. 2001). However resource-use complementarity for nutrients might not be so important in productive systems or those limited by factors other than nutrient availability, for instance, if plant enemies and not nutrients limit biomass production in low diversity communities (Maron et al. 2010; Schnitzer et al. 2011). In such systems plant diversity might have large effects on biomass production and carbon cycling but smaller effects on nutrient uptake and other measures of nutrient cycling.

As well as potential differences between biogeochemical cycles, plant diversity effects might also vary between other classes of ecosystem process. Plant diversity has been shown to have a larger effect on above- than belowground animal groups in the Jena Experiment (Scherber et al. 2010) and this may be because belowground organism groups respond more slowly (Eisenhauer et al. 2010) or in a more idiosyncratic fashion to plant diversity (de Deyn and van der Putten 2005). Broadening the scope beyond organism groups, belowground processes in general might be less strongly affected by plant species richness than are aboveground processes because the belowground processes are principally microbiologically mediated and therefore less directly affected by plants (Hooper et al. 2005). Similarly, plant diversity might have larger effects on direct (biotic) measures of other organism groups than on abiotic measures, which are mediated by, but which are not direct measures of, organisms. In particular strong effects of plant species richness on direct measures of animals, such as the abundance and diversity of insects, are to be expected due to co-evolutionary interactions between
plants and animals (e.g. Haddad et al. 2009; Eisenhauer et al. 2011) but this might not be true for plant species richness effects on abiotic processes more indirectly associated with organisms such as biogeochemical cycling. Finally, the contrast between measures of fluxes and measures of standing stocks has been suggested as a major distinction between types of functions (Pacala and Kinzig 2001). Many of these contrasts, between biogeochemical cycles, above and belowground variables and biotic and abiotic variables will be at least partially confounded, for instance many nutrient measures are likely to be abiotic and belowground. Therefore only a large analysis with many measures of each category of process can determine which contrasts are the most important for predicting differences in plant diversity effects.

Understanding the effect of changes in plant diversity for other trophic levels is important for predicting the impact of plant species extinctions on total biodiversity. A previous synthesis of results from the Jena Experiment (Scherber et al. 2010) investigated the effects of plant species richness on the abundance and diversity of other trophic levels and found that the response of different organisms to plant diversity varied strongly. Herbivores were more likely to show a significant response to plant species richness than were predators, parasitoids or omnivores. This suggests strong bottom-up effects on multitrophic interaction networks and shows that plant diversity effects on higher trophic levels are indirectly mediated through bottom-up trophic cascades. Plant species richness might also have larger effects on animal species richness than on abundance, if rare animal species are only present in diverse plant communities. The analysis by Scherber et al. (Scherber et al. 2010) showed this pattern for a number of invertebrate groups. More generally plant species richness might have its strongest effects on the diversities of other groups of organisms. Here, we extend the analysis of Scherber et al. (Scherber et al. 2010) by including a larger number (418) of measures of ecosystem processes that come from all compartments of the ecosystem, i.e. our dataset is not restricted to measures of animal groups. For instance in the comparison of plant species richness effects between trophic levels we include the producer trophic level and when comparing plant species richness effects between diversity and other measures we additionally test whether plant species richness has a stronger effect on measures of animal diversity than on measures such as plant biomass production. We can therefore
test whether the patterns of stronger plant diversity effects on herbivores and on the species richness of animal groups hold when the analysis is extended to include a wider range of ecosystem processes.

In addition to effects of plant species richness on ecosystem processes, the presence of key plant functional groups may be important for driving certain functions. It has been suggested that soil processes such as decomposition, nutrient uptake and nutrient retention are affected more by the functional traits of dominant species than by species richness *per se* (Hooper et al. 2005). Functional composition, and the presence of legumes in particular (Vitousek and Howarth 1991; Temperton et al. 2007), could therefore have a larger effect on nutrient cycling than plant species richness does.

To investigate variation in the strength of plant species richness and functional group effects between different types of ecosystem processes, we grouped measured variables into a number of categories (Table 1) associated with basic ecological processes. For each of the measures analysed here, we quantified the effect size of species richness and functional group (legume and grass) presence using $Z_r$-values (Balvanera et al. 2006). We then analysed the $Z_r$-values for species richness and presence of legumes and grasses using the ecosystem process categories (Table 1) as explanatory terms (Balvanera et al. 2006; Schmid et al. 2009). We tested the following hypotheses:

1) Plant species richness effects increase in strength over time.
2) Plant species richness has stronger effects on carbon than on nutrient cycling.
3) Plant species richness has larger effects on processes measured above- than belowground.
4) Plant species richness has strong bottom up effects on higher trophic levels and these are larger on lower trophic levels (herbivores vs. carnivores).
5) Plant diversity has its strongest effects on the species richness of animal groups.
6) Functional groups such as legumes and grasses have stronger effects on nutrient cycling than plant species richness does.
Methods

Experimental Design

The measurements reported here were gathered between 2002 and 2008 in the Jena Experiment, a grassland biodiversity experiment in Germany which controlled the number of plant species, functional groups and plant functional identity in 82 plots, each 20 x 20 m, in a randomized block design. Plants belonged to one of four functional groups (for details see Roscher et al. 2004): legumes, grasses, tall herbs and small herbs and the presence/absence of these functional groups was manipulated factorially with species richness. Thus, the design included communities of single functional groups with 1–16 species as well as communities of 16 species ranging from 1–4 functional groups. In our analyses we focus on the effects of legumes and grasses because many studies have identified these as important functional groups and because the herb functional groups might not be comparable with groups in other grasslands. Plots were seeded in May 2002 with 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 or 60 perennial grassland plant species, with 16, 16, 16, 16, 14 and 4 replicates respectively. Plot compositions were randomly chosen from 60 plant species typical for local *Arrhenatherum* grasslands. Plots were maintained by mowing, weeding and where possible by applying grass- or herb-specific herbicides, all twice per year (Roscher et al. 2004).

The dataset

We included 418 measurements of ecosystem processes in our analysis. All measurements were taken independently, i.e. none of the measurements are direct functions of other measures. The 418 measures were nested within 119 variables and these variables were nested within 38 ecosystem processes (see Table S1). The ecosystem processes were in turn nested within 6 larger categories of processes, such as carbon- vs. nutrient-related processes (shown in Table 1). These groups were partially crossed with each other, e.g. carbon variables could be measured above or below ground and could be biotic or abiotic. Our analysis tested for differences between these larger groups. In order to conduct a global analysis, all variables were classified according to these 6 categories of processes. As the assignment of certain variables, such as plant biomass, to a particular biogeochemical cycle is not trivial we further analysed a smaller dataset composed of measures that could be unambiguously
assigned to one or another cycle, see below. Many of the 119 variables had been measured in multiple years and/or at multiple soil depths and we included all of these multiple measures in our analyses in order to test for trends in the strength of effects over time and soil depth. However, we used mixed modelling to account for the nestedness of measurements and the spatial and temporal autocorrelation of variables; see below. Most processes and variables were measured between 2003 and 2006 (2002: 6 & 9; 2003: 21 & 48; 2004: 23 & 45; 2005: 19 & 58; 2006: 20 & 38; 2007: 13 & 21, and 2008: 1 & 8 processes & variables respectively).

Statistical analysis

Deriving Zr-values and significances for the individual measures

We calculated effects of plant species richness, or the presence of functional groups, on each of these 418 measures as the standardized correlation coefficient Zr, an effect-size value often used in meta-analysis (Gurevitch and Hedges 1999). Zr-values were extracted from analysis of variance (ANOVA) models using the following formula:

$$\text{Zr} = 0.5 \ln \left( \frac{1 + r}{1 - r} \right)$$

Sequential (type-I) sums of squares were used (Schmid et al. 2009), which means effects of legumes were corrected for species richness and effects of grasses were corrected for species richness and legumes. According to the design of the Jena Experiment these explanatory factors are as nearly as
possible, but not perfectly, orthogonal to each other (Roscher et al. 2004). All analyses were conducted using the statistical package R 2.14 (R Development Core Team 2010).

Comparing diversity effects between different categories of ecosystem process

To compare different categories of process we then analysed Zr-values, related to plant species richness and functional group effects, as a function of the ecosystem process categories in Table 1. This analysis is essentially a derived variable analysis and is therefore equivalent to a repeated measures analysis using the original data. It is also similar to a meta-analysis in which data taken from a single experiment are analysed to show differences among within-experiment explanatory terms but is different to standard meta-analysis conducted on data from many experiments. Here each particular ecosystem process category (for instance all measures related to the carbon cycle) is represented by several variables which can be considered as independent replicate measures for the purpose of comparing between different groups within the ecosystem process category (e.g. comparing carbon and nitrogen measures). Of course, however, unlike in a typical meta-analysis, but as in all experimental studies, our conclusions will only apply to this one experiment.

Mixed modelling

Linear mixed-models (fitted using the lme4 package Bates et al. 2011 in R) were used to analyse the Zr-values. The different ecosystem process categories presented in Table 1 were used as fixed explanatory terms. We used random effects to account for the nestedness of our data: measures nested within ecosystem variables, ecosystem variables within ecosystem processes. Mixed models included ecosystem variable identity as a random effect with 119 levels (Variable in model formula, column 2 in Table S1). Crossed with this term, were random effects for year and soil depth (many soil measures were taken at different depths; all aboveground measures were coded as 0 depth). Ecosystem process (Fig. 1) was included as a random effect with 38 levels and we also included the interaction between ecosystem process and year as another random effect; this had 109 levels. In order to test for temporal or spatial trends in the Zr-values, we included linear contrasts for year and soil depth as fixed terms. We also conducted a jackknife analysis (see below) to check that our results were robust to any
additional sources of non-independence between measures. As some measures were only taken on a subset of plots, the Zr-values were also weighted by the proportion of plots on which the original measure was taken.

All fixed terms (the explanatory terms in Table 1 as well as year and soil depth) were fitted both individually and in a combined analysis, i.e. they were removed from the full model (equation 2) and added to the minimal model (equation 3). As a conservative test, we only considered fixed effects significant if they were significant in both cases, i.e. when added to the null model and when removed from the full model. We used these stringent rules because the fixed effects were not fully orthogonal to each other and we wanted to ensure that our conclusions would hold both if an explanatory term of interest was, or was not, corrected for other, correlated explanatory terms. Significance for each term was assessed by model comparison using likelihood ratio (L-ratio) tests (Crawley 2007). In addition, significance of terms was assessed using Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling (Baayen et al. 2008), for terms fitted in the full model, which did not change the significance of any terms. The full and null models (using the syntax of the lme4 package Bates et al. 2011) are shown below; see Table 1 for a description of the fixed effect terms and Table S1 for the assignment of variables to the different fixed and random effect terms:

(2: full model)

\[
\text{year(linear) + SoilDepth(linear) + BiogeochemicalCycle + TrophicLevel + DiversityOthers + AbioticBiotic + Compartment + StaticDynamic + (1|Variable) + (1|SoilDepth) + (1|year) + (1|EcosystemProcess) + (1|EcosystemProcess:year)}
\]

(3: minimal model)

\[
\text{intercept + (1|Variable) + (1|SoilDepth) + (1|year) + (1|EcosystemProcess) + (1|EcosystemProcess:year)}
\]

where “(1|...)” indicates the random effects, the model estimates the variance between the means for each level of the random effect (all random effects are categorical here).
Further analyses with biogeochemical cycle

In order to explore species richness effects on different biogeochemical cycles further, the analysis was restricted to variables that were direct measures of carbon, nutrients or water. This analysis, therefore, excluded variables such as plant biomass or animal abundances, which could be associated with multiple biogeochemical cycles (see Table S1 for list of excluded variables), and was conducted with 67 carbon measures, 83 nutrient measures and 38 water measures. Equation 2 was used to fit these models but without the terms “TrophicLevel” and “DiversityOthers”, as there were no measures of animals included. We also repeated this analysis including aboveground pool sizes of carbon and nitrogen in plant tissue (shoot and root), instead of measures of carbon and nitrogen concentrations in plant biomass. Pool size is calculated as concentration × plant biomass. Note that we included concentrations and not pool sizes in the main analysis because pool sizes are closely correlated with plant biomass and would therefore not be independently measured variables, as they represent linear combinations of concentrations and biomass.

Differences between carbon (C) and nutrient (N) cycles could be due to differences in the size or in the sign of the Zr values. For some variables it could be argued that a negative sign indicates a positive effect of diversity on function. It is clear that a positive correlation between species richness and biomass equates to a positive effect on function but in other cases this might not be straightforward. For instance, lower soil nitrogen levels might correspond to increased plant nitrogen uptake, which would be associated with an increase in functioning. However, lower soil nitrogen might also result from a decreased mineralization rate, which would imply a decrease in functioning. To avoid these problems we analysed Zr-values with their original sign in the main analysis. However we conducted additional analyses in which we varied the sign. Firstly, we repeated the analysis with the sign reversed for soil N variables: if the main difference between C and N variables is that N variables are significantly negatively affected by plant species richness whereas C variables are significantly positively affected, this analysis would show no difference between the two. Secondly, as a more conservative test we repeated the analysis of direct measures of carbon, nutrients and water, including pool sizes rather than concentrations and reversing the sign for all those ecosystem variables that had a negative mean Zr-value (these were: soil nitrate, soil δ15N values, soil phosphorus, plant
δ15N values and methane oxidation). Therefore, in this analysis all ecosystem variables analysed had a positive mean $Zr$-value, although clearly some of the individual measures of each ecosystem variable were still negative. If there are certain variables which are significantly negatively affected by plant diversity (such as soil nitrate where a negative value could indicate high functioning), and these drive the difference between C and N cycles, they would be significantly positively affected in this analysis and again the difference between C and N cycles would disappear. Note that it is not possible to analyse absolute $Zr$-values because this would inflate effect sizes. Ecosystem variables that are not significantly affected by diversity should on average have a $Zr$-value of zero, corresponding to a mix of slightly positive and slightly negative $Zr$-values for the different measures. Absolute $Zr$-values would mean ecosystem variables always had a positive mean $Zr$-value and thus would appear to be correlated with diversity even if they were not.

A larger number of carbon-related measures (294) had been taken compared with nutrient-related measures (83) or water-related measures (41). To assess whether this unequal sampling affected the significance of the biogeochemical cycle term, the number of carbon and nutrient-related measures was equalised with the number of water-related variables by randomly selecting 41 carbon-related and 41 nitrogen-related measures. This process of jackknifing also provides a much more conservative test, as only 123 measures are included instead of 418. The analysis was repeated 1000 times with different sets of randomly selected carbon and nutrient variables using the following formula:

(4: Jackknife model)

\[
\text{year(linear) + SoilDepth(linear) + BiogeochemicalCycle + (1|Variable) + (1|SoilDepth) + (1|year) + (1|EcosystemProcess) + (1|EcosystemProcess:year)}
\]

Significance of the term biogeochemical cycle was therefore assessed by comparing models fitted with (4) to models fitted with (3), using L-ratio tests.

**Results**
Across all processes species richness had on average a positive effect (mean effect size ± one standard error = 0.08±0.05; this is the intercept from a linear mixed model without any fixed effects (equation 3) and is therefore corrected for the random effects). To determine the proportion of ecosystem processes significantly affected by plant species richness, confidence intervals were calculated around the mean Zr-value for each of the 38 ecosystem processes (see Fig. 1). Of these 17 had confidence intervals which did not cross 0, suggesting that nearly half (45%) of processes were significantly affected by species richness on average.

Change in species richness effects over time and soil depth

The linear terms for year and soil depth were significant in the analysis of species richness Zr-values: the slope for year was positive (0.026±0.008) indicating an increase in the magnitude of Zr values, and thus in the effects of species richness, over time from 0.02 in 2002 to 0.19 in 2008, Fig. 2a. Plant species richness effects increased over time significantly for plant biomass, soil water contents and the abundance of decomposers and marginally so for soil nitrate Fig. 3a. Plant species richness effects decreased significantly over time for the abundance of carnivores and marginally so for the abundance of herbivores. The slope for the soil depth term was negative (–0.0022±0.0007), indicating a decrease in the strength of the species richness effect with increasing soil depth, Fig. 2b. Plant species richness effects decreased with soil depth significantly for soil water and soil nitrate, Fig. 3b.

Differences between ecosystem processes categories

Two of the ecosystem process categories showed significant overall species richness effects: biogeochemical cycle and the contrast between diversity measures and measures of other processes (Fig. 1a; Table 2). On average, plant species richness had a significantly positive effect on variables related to the carbon cycle (confidence intervals did not overlap 0) but non-significant overall effects on nutrient- (mostly nitrogen) and water-cycle related variables (Fig. 4a, see also Fig.1a for the individual processes contained in the categories). Most variables associated with the carbon cycle, including biomass of plants, abundance of animals and soil organic carbon storage, were positively correlated with diversity, see Fig. 1a, while among the water variables species richness effects
declined with increasing soil depth so that only water content of the topsoil was significantly positively affected, see Fig. 1a and 2b. In contrast to the overall positive effects on carbon and water variables, most measures related to the nitrogen cycle had small Zr-values and their confidence intervals included zero, suggesting zero or small effects of plant species richness on soil nitrogen pools and fluxes (Fig. 1a). The Zr-values for species richness effects were also significantly affected by the variable diversity/others because plant species richness had stronger effects on the diversities of other organisms (0.35±0.09) than on other measures such as animal abundances, stock sizes of abiotic pools, and flux measures (0.06±0.05).

Further analyses with biogeochemical cycle

We also carried out a number of sensitivity analyses to explore the differences in the size of species richness effects between different biogeochemical cycles. When only variables that were direct measures of carbon, nutrients or water (i.e. excluding biomass and abundance measures, see Table S1) were included in the comparison between the biogeochemical cycle groups, this resulted in an increase in the significance of the term, from $\chi^2 = 5.8$, $p=0.03$, with all variables included, to $\chi^2 = 9.1$; $p=0.01$ with only direct measures (both p-values for deletion of the term from the full model, Fig. 4b). In the analysis of direct measures, plant species richness had a significantly positive effect on carbon measures, whereas, overall, plant species richness did not have a significant effect on nutrient measures (Fig. 4b). When aboveground pool sizes of nitrogen and carbon in plant tissue were used instead of concentrations in this analysis, the comparison between groups remained significant on deletion from the full model ($\chi^2 = 6.5$ $p = 0.04$) and marginally so when biogeochemical cycle was tested on its own ($\chi^2 = 4.8$, $p = 0.09$). These results together further support stronger species richness effects on the carbon than the nutrient cycle.

When the analysis of Zr-values was carried out with the sign for the soil nutrient variables reversed, the biogeochemical cycle term was still significant (addition $\chi^2 = 8.2$, $p = 0.01$; deletion $\chi^2 = 6.6$, $p=0.03$). When the sign was reversed for only those soil variables with a negative mean Zr-value, biogeochemical cycle also remained significant (addition $\chi^2 = 6.9$, $p = 0.03$; deletion $\chi^2 = 8.2$, $p = 0.02$). When direct measures of carbon and nutrients were analysed, using pool sizes rather than
concentrations and with the sign for all variables with a negative mean Zr-value reversed, biogeochemical cycle remained significant when deleted from the full model ($\chi^2 = 8.2\ p=0.01$), although not when tested alone ($\chi^2 = 2.6,\ p=0.27$). These results show that the contrast in plant species richness effects between biogeochemical cycles is not caused by a difference in the direction of the effect (e.g. the contrast is not caused by strong negative effects of plant species richness on nutrient measures and strong positive effects of plant species richness on carbon measures) rather the contrast is caused by a difference in the size of the effects, which are stronger for carbon measures and weaker for nutrient measures.

When the analysis of biogeochemical cycles was repeated using equal numbers of carbon-, nutrient- and water-related measures, the biogeochemical cycle term was significant in 836 out of 1000 runs. This suggests that unequal sampling did not affect the results. It also suggests that the result was robust to a decrease in the degrees of freedom for testing the effect of biogeochemical cycle, as it generally remained significant when only 30% of the variables were included. This indicates that any additional non-independence between variables, not accounted for by our random effect structure, did not bias the result for the biogeochemical cycle term.

Together, our additional sensitivity analyses on the differences between biogeochemical cycles support larger overall species richness effects on the carbon cycle and small or variable effects on the nutrient and water cycles.

*Effects of functional group presence*

None of the grouping variables significantly affected the Zr-values for effects of grasses or legumes (Fig. 1b-c and Table 2), although the strength of grass effects increased with time (slope $0.011 \pm 0.004$). Comparing the strength of the effects of functional group presence with the strength of species richness effects, showed that for nutrient measures legume effects were larger than species richness effects: the average Zr-value for legume effects on nutrient measures was $0.13 \pm 0.07$ compared to a species richness Zr-value of $-0.05 \pm 0.07$. Most measures of nutrients increased with legume presence, in particular nitrogen concentrations in plants and microbes as well as the nitrate pool size (Fig. 1b). Grass effects on nutrient measures were also stronger than species richness effects
and contrary to legume effects were more negative: the average Zr-value was -0.08±0.04. Grass presence had negative effects on nitrogen tissue concentrations and nitrate pools (Fig. 1c). For carbon measures, species richness effects were larger (0.15±0.05) than were legume (0.07±0.04) or grass (0.008±0.01) effects.

**Discussion**

Overall ecosystem processes were positively correlated with plant diversity. The average Zr-value for species richness effects was 0.08±0.05, slightly higher than the figure of 0.039 reported for grassland studies in a meta-analysis by Balvanera et al. (Balvanera et al. 2006). Our results show that plant species richness effects are on average positive across a wide range of ecosystem processes; however there was substantial variability in the effects, given the wide range of different ecosystem processes measured. Recent studies have shown that biodiversity effects on biomass can be comparable to the effects of other environmental change drivers (Hooper et al. 2012; Tilman et al. 2012) and it will therefore be important to compare the effects of biodiversity and other environmental change drivers on a larger number of ecosystem processes to understand the relative importance of biodiversity.

We found that around 45% of ecosystem processes were significantly affected by plant species richness. Plant species richness effects are therefore important for a large number of ecosystem processes, though not all processes respond. It is, however, possible that simultaneously maintaining high levels of multifunctionality of the other (non-responding) processes would require high plant diversity (Hector and Bagchi 2007; Isbell et al. 2011). We investigate the causes of the large variation in the strength of plant species richness effects between ecosystem processes, to identify which types of processes respond strongly.

*Trends over time*

The magnitude of the species richness effect increased since the start of the experiment. Other studies have shown that biodiversity effects on biomass production (Cardinale et al. 2007; Marquard et al. 2009; Reich et al. 2012), on soil nitrogen variables (Oelmann et al. 2011) and on the soil biota (Eisenhauer et al. 2010) become stronger with time. These results agree with ours (Fig. 2a). In
addition, we find that plant diversity effects increased over time for soil water content. The soil organisms may have taken several years to colonise the experimental communities, explaining the increasing plant diversity effects over time (Eisenhauer et al. 2011). Different mechanisms are likely to be behind the effects for the other ecosystem processes. Functional redundancy between species has been shown to decrease over time resulting in less strongly saturating species richness biomass relationships over time (Reich et al. 2012). This may be due to an increase in positive, complementary interactions between species over time, and turnover between functionally dissimilar species (Allan et al. 2011), resulting in greater functional diversity in more mature plant communities (Reich et al. 2012). This in turn may have been associated with greater biomass production as well as reduced water loss from diverse plots. Our analysis shows a strong pattern of increasing biodiversity effects over time for a number of different ecosystem processes.

Differences between biogeochemical cycles

Species richness effects differed between groups of variables belonging to different biogeochemical cycles. On average, we found that plant species richness had significantly positive effects on carbon variables but no significant effects on nutrient measures (mostly nitrogen). Soil carbon storage was increased in species rich communities perhaps due to both increased plant inputs and increased microbial respiration (Steinbeiss et al. 2008). A previous meta-analysis of biodiversity effects on function did not find this difference in effect size between biogeochemical cycles (Balvanera et al. 2006) but it has been suggested that changes in vegetation composition may cause imbalance between biogeochemical cycles (Schulze and Zwölf 1994). Our results suggest that the contrast between carbon and nutrient measures was more important for predicting the strength of plant species richness effects on ecosystem function than was the contrast between abiotic and biotic measures, measures of pools and fluxes or above- and belowground measures. Our analysis therefore suggests that, despite the usual close coupling of nitrogen and carbon cycling, the loss of plant biodiversity may have larger effects on the carbon than the nitrogen cycle.

There are a number of possible reasons for the difference in plant species richness effects between carbon and nutrient cycles. Plant species richness might have larger effects on carbon than
nitrogen cycling because overyielding, the increased biomass production of more species-rich communities compared with less diverse communities, was driven by mechanisms other than resource-use complementarity. If the plant species richness biomass relationship is driven by resource complementarity for nitrogen, plant species richness effects on carbon and on nitrogen measures would be expected to be similar. However, direct measurements of belowground niche differentiation have not yet provided strong evidence for resource use complementarity in diverse mixtures (von Felten et al. 2009). Further, in productive sites, diverse communities may be limited by light competition (Roscher et al. 2011) which causes plants to invest more in N-poor structural tissue (Hirose and Werger 1995), therefore reducing nitrogen concentrations in aboveground biomass in species rich communities. The plant species richness–biomass relationship might also be driven by plant natural enemies, resulting in weaker effects on nutrients than on carbon. Soil fungal pathogens can drive the diversity–productivity relationship by causing large reductions in biomass in species-poor plant communities (Maron et al. 2010; Schnitzer et al. 2011). In low diversity communities, soil pathogens might also reduce rooting volume therefore reducing uptake of nutrients as well as carbon production (de Kroon et al. 2012). However, aboveground fungal pathogens or herbivores could act in a similar way to belowground pathogens: infection by foliar fungal pathogens strongly decreases with species richness in our experiment (Fig. 1a). These aboveground enemies could remove substantial quantities of biomass in low-diversity communities (Carson et al. 2004; Allan et al. 2010) and therefore drive the species richness biomass relationship. In general it may be the case that where the species richness biomass relationship is driven by niche complementarity for nitrogen, plant species richness has strong effects on both carbon and nitrogen cycling but if the plant species richness biomass relationship is driven by natural enemies then plant species richness might have relatively weaker effects on nitrogen than on carbon cycling.

* Differences between above- and belowground processes

The strength of biodiversity effects decreased with increasing soil depth but contrary to our expectations the contrast between above- and belowground processes was not significant. Scherber et al. (Scherber et al. 2010) found smaller plant species richness effects on belowground invertebrates but this cannot explain the soil depth effect as belowground organisms were not measured at different
depths. Plant species richness has also been suggested to influence microbially mediated soil processes less strongly than plant-mediated aboveground productivity (Hooper et al. 2005), although this distinction may be less important here as we also find smaller plant diversity effects on root biomass as opposed to shoot biomass (Bessler et al. 2009). We find that processes, such as soil water and nutrient contents, measured at greater soil depths, are affected less strongly by plant diversity. Smaller plant diversity effects on nutrients at greater soil depths may result from reduced plant uptake of nutrients or reduced plant inputs to the soil at depths where root biomass is lower (Jackson et al. 1996). The positive plant diversity effects on topsoil water contents (and smaller effects at greater soil depths) probably arise through increased shading and therefore reduced evaporation in diverse plant communities (Rosenkranz et al. 2012). Our results suggest that the above-belowground contrast is therefore less important for predicting the strength of plant diversity effects and that instead plant diversity effects decline continuously with increasing soil depth.

Bottom-up effects on higher trophic levels

Our results provide strong evidence for positive bottom-up effects of plant diversity on herbivore, pollinator, pathogen, decomposer and carnivore groups. This result agrees with other, partial, syntheses of Jena Experiment results (Scherber et al. 2010; Eisenhauer et al. 2011), although unlike the analysis by Scherber et al. (Scherber et al. 2010), here we find no consistent differences between plant species richness effects for different trophic levels, which also suggests that our analysis is quite conservative. There are a number of possible reasons for the positive bottom-up effects of plant diversity. A diverse plant community may support a greater diversity of specialist herbivores and/or generalist herbivores might benefit from the increased diversity of plant resources in more species-rich plant communities (Resource Specialization Hypothesis) (Siemann 1998; Haddad et al. 2009). It is also possible that a greater total quantity of resources in diverse plant communities could support a greater number and biomass of herbivore individuals and therefore a greater diversity of species (More Individuals Hypothesis) (Haddad et al. 2009). The latter hypothesis may be less likely here because we found that the diversities of animal groups were more strongly influenced by plant species richness than were abundances of these animals, which would not be expected if plant
diversity primarily increases herbivore abundance and secondarily herbivore species richness. Note that we have no measures of herbivore biomass: a recent analysis provided strong evidence for the More Individuals Hypothesis but this was mediated by herbivore biomass not herbivore abundance (Borer et al. 2012). The stronger plant diversity effects on animal species richness as compared to animal abundance might be due to a greater number of rare insect species in high diversity plant communities (Haddad et al. 2009). Declining plant diversity should lead to a faster decline in species richness than in total abundance of animal groups if rarer animal species are the first to be affected by plant diversity loss. The especially strong plant species richness effects on the diversities of other organisms imply that ecosystem services which depend on animal diversity, such as provision of natural enemies and pollinators, are likely to be particularly threatened by loss of plant species (Blüthgen and Klein 2011).

Functional group effects

Functional group composition also had strong effects on certain ecosystem processes, in particular those associated with the nitrogen cycle. In general, functional group effects on nitrogen cycling were stronger than species richness effects, even though functional group presence was fitted after species richness in the ANOVA models (see equation 1). Our results agree with a number of other experiments, which have shown strong functional group effects (Hooper and Vitousek 1998; Scherer-Lorenzen et al. 2003; Palmberg et al. 2005; Temperton et al. 2007). Most measures of nitrogen increased with legume presence because legumes fix atmospheric nitrogen and therefore increase nitrogen stocks (Craine et al. 2002; Oelmann et al. 2007; Temperton et al. 2007). Grass presence had negative effects on nitrogen measures most likely because grasses are good competitors for nitrogen and deplete soil nutrient pools (Craine et al. 2002; Oelmann et al. 2007). Therefore, whereas the carbon cycle was mainly affected by plant species richness and grass presence, the nitrogen cycle was affected by legume presence and less so by grass presence. This suggests that changes in functional composition should have a larger effect on nitrogen cycling than would changes in species richness.
Conclusions

Our analysis, focused on measures from a single experiment, shows clear patterns of variation among biodiversity effects on a large number of different ecosystem functions. Taken together, our results stress that a wide variety of ecosystem functions will be at risk from local extinctions of plant species, but some will be more sensitive than others. In addition, further studies need to test whether the same ecosystem processes are strongly affected by biodiversity in managed systems where biodiversity responds to environmental change and affects ecosystem function. Our results emphasise the importance of considering a wide set of functions, and a broad range of measures representing those functions, in order to draw general conclusions in biodiversity–ecosystem functioning studies.

Our study indicates that the ability of ecosystems to sequester carbon will be particularly impaired by loss of plant species, as soil carbon storage in the soil was reduced in low diversity communities (Steinbeiss et al. 2008). Nutrient cycling will probably be less severely affected by plant species loss. In this case, direct effects of nitrogen deposition on nutrient cycling may be more severe than indirect effects mediated through changing species composition (Manning et al. 2006), although a loss of species from the particular functional group of legumes could have strong indirect effects. However, in more nitrogen-limited systems, where the plant species richness-biomass relationship is more likely to be driven by resource complementarity for nitrogen, loss of plant species richness might have larger effects on nitrogen cycling. In general, the strength of plant diversity effects on different types of ecosystem processes might depend on which factor drives the species richness–biomass relationship. Further comparative studies in other systems, comparing the strength of biodiversity effects between multiple processes measured in the same experiment, are needed to test this idea. We therefore hope that our findings stimulate further tests of the mechanisms underlying biodiversity effects in order to better understand variation in the strength of effects between different types of ecosystem processes.
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**Table 1: The explanatory terms used in the analysis.**

Six ecosystem process terms were used to group all 418 measurements into the categories shown. In addition to these terms, year and soil depth of measurement were included as continuous fixed terms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ecosystem process term</th>
<th>Categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Biogeochemical cycle</strong></td>
<td>Carbon: variables that are principally carbon, i.e. biomass and abundance measures, carbon concentrations, and CO2 and CH4 emission rates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nutrients: measures of nutrient concentrations in the soil and in plant biomass, N-related enzyme activities in soil, N2O emission rates, 15N signals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Water: measures of soil water.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trophic Level</strong></td>
<td>Producer: measures of plants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Herbivore: abundance and species richness of herbivore groups (including pollinating insects and foliar fungal pathogens) and measures of herbivory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decomposer: abundance and species richness of decomposer groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carnivore: abundance and species richness of carnivorous groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ecosystem: abiotic measures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Compartment</strong></td>
<td>Above: all measures taken aboveground.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Below: all measures taken belowground.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diversity vs. Other processes</strong></td>
<td>Diversity: measures of animal and pathogen species richness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Others processes: all other measures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Abiotic vs. Biotic</strong></td>
<td>Abiotic: all abiotic measures: i.e. those which are not direct measures of organisms but can include processes affected by organisms, such as soil nutrient levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Biotic: all biotic measures: i.e. those which are direct measures of organisms such as plant biomass or plant nutrient concentrations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Static vs. Dynamic</strong></td>
<td>Static: measures of pool sizes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dynamic: measures of fluxes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: The significance of explanatory terms used in the analyses.

Explanatory terms were fitted in linear mixed-effects models with Zr-values for species richness, legume presence or grass presence effects as response variables (see Methods for description of the models). The table shows χ² values from Likelihood ratio tests: the "+" columns are for the explanatory term fitted alone (i.e. added to the intercept only model) and values in the "-" columns are for terms deleted from a model containing all the other explanatory terms (Methods). Asterisks indicate significance: * at 5% ** 1% and ***0.1%, NS indicates non-significant effects; p-values >0.05 and <0.08 are shown. Values in bold are those that were significant on deletion and on addition, according to our strict criteria these are the only terms that are considered significant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Species richness</th>
<th>Legume presence</th>
<th>Grass presence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Degrees of freedom</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.4**</td>
<td>7.1**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.2**</td>
<td>6.7**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trophic Level</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.8NS</td>
<td>1.1NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biogeochemical Cycle</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.7*</td>
<td>5.8*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compartment</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.4NS</td>
<td>0.5NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity vs. Others</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.7**</td>
<td>7.1**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abiotic vs. Biotic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7NS</td>
<td>0.5NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static vs. Dynamic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.01NS</td>
<td>0.15NS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Figure Legends**

**Fig 1:** The effect of (a) species richness and the presence of (b) legumes and (c) grasses on a range of ecosystem processes. All measures have been grouped according to the ecosystem process with which they are associated. Effect sizes, measured as $Zr$-values, are shown for the different ecosystem processes with 95% confidence intervals: ecosystem processes whose confidence intervals do not include 0 can be considered to be significantly affected by species richness or functional group presence. The size of the points is scaled according to the total number of measures taken per ecosystem process. Points represent estimates calculated from Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling of terms from a linear mixed effect model with ecosystem process as a fixed effect and the random effect structure specified in equation 3 (Methods), MCMC means are very similar to the weighted means. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals calculated using MCMC sampling. Processes are grouped according to the biogeochemical cycle to which they belong (carbon, nutrient, water) these are separated by solid lines. Within the carbon variables, processes are grouped according to trophic level (producer, herbivore, decomposer, carnivore, ecosystem) these are separated by vertical dashed lines. Processes in red are those measured belowground and those in black were measured aboveground. Processes in blue are measures of diversity (all of these are also aboveground measures). Abbreviations are given for elements: carbon (C) nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P).

**Fig. 2:** Change in the size of species richness effects over time and soil depth. Average species richness $Zr$-values are shown for each a) year and b) soil depth. In both cases the solid line is the prediction from a linear mixed model with the random effect structure in equation 2 and with a) year and b) soil depth fitted as fixed effects. Dotted lines show ± one standard error.

**Fig. 3:** Slopes showing the change in the strength of species richness effects ($Zr$-values) on various ecosystem processes over a) time and b) soil depth. All processes which were measured in a) three or more years and b) three or more soil depths are shown. Points and 95% confidence intervals come from Markov Chain Monte Carlo MCMC sampling of mixed models. Mixed models were fitted with fixed effects: ecosystem process, year (in a) or soil depth (in b) and their interaction, i.e different
slopes were estimated for each ecosystem process. Random effects were variable and the variable x year (factorial) interaction, see methods. Points are proportional to the number of measures taken for each ecosystem process (i.e. number of variables x number of times each variable was measured).

**Fig. 4:** The mean $Zr$-values and 95% confidence intervals for species richness effects, shown for variables belonging to different biogeochemical cycles. a) The full analysis with all 418 measures and b) the reduced analysis with only the 181 direct measures of the different biogeochemical cycles, i.e. excluding those measures, such as plant biomass, which can be associated with more than one of the cycles. Points represent estimates calculated from Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling of terms from a linear mixed effect model with biogeochemical cycle as a fixed effect and the random effect structure specified in equation 2 (Methods), MCMC means are very similar to the weighted means. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals calculated using MCMC sampling.
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Species richness Zr value vs. Biogeochemical cycle components (Carbon, Nutrients, Water) for different sample sizes (n=297, n=83, n=38).